GLOBRITE™
SHALLOW WATER LED LIGHTS
When you install GloBrite™ Shallow Water LED Lighting in a poolscape, poolside evenings go from great to spectacular. GloBrite lights are the creative, cost-effective way to showcase and enhance pool features like baja shelves, steps, beach entries and other shallow water features.

GloBrite lights utilize the industry’s most advanced technology for bright, energy-efficient lighting—while using 18% less energy than comparable shallow water lights.

Don’t settle for an ordinary poolscape experience...let GloBrite LED lighting illuminate your shallow water features and make your evening swims and backyard entertainment more beautiful and exhilarating.

**Product Features:**

- The brightest and most efficient LEDs available.
- 5 brilliant fixed colors, 7 dazzling pre-programmed light shows.
- The perfect complement to IntelliBrite® 5g LED Pool Lighting for dynamic, synchronized colored light shows.

**The Simplicity of Compatibility**

The GloBrite light is more than a stand-alone shallow water LED light. It is fully compatible with our IntelliBrite 5g line of LED pool lights. When used with an optional IntelliBrite Controller, pool and spa owners without an automation system can enjoy fast and easy control of their pool lighting.

For the ultimate in convenience and control, consider an IntelliTouch® and EasyTouch® Automation System. You can custom program and control light shows from home or on the go with our many options, including an indoor control panel, wireless remote, and the ScreenLogic® Interface for your Apple® iPhone®, iPad®, iPod touch® mobile digital devices, PC or Mac® computer.

THE BEST AND BRIGHTEST...
...FOR BREATHTAKING ILLUMINATION
ADD THE MAGIC AND VIBRANCY OF LED LIGHTING

GloBrite™ Shallow Water LED Lights are engineered with the brightest LED technology on the market and are the wave of the future in shallow water lighting. Five distinct and brilliant colors are built in to every GloBrite light for a vivid spectrum. There are also seven dazzling light shows that cycle at varying speeds, and in different sequences of color, creating incredibly beautiful and creative light shows that will mesmerize you and your guests. Plus, its extended service life and energy efficiency can make the savings really add up.

An Eco Select® Brand Product

GloBrite lights have earned the Eco Select brand distinction as one of greenest and most efficient equipment choices from Pentair.

Concrete, vinyl and fiberglass niches available.

Contact us to learn more about GloBrite lights.